[Selective memory impairment for public events associated with accelerated forgetting in a patient with left temporal lobe epilepsy].
Memory for the past has been much less explored than anterograde memory in temporal lobe epilepsy. No data are available about the course after surgical treatment. Moreover, case-reports showing isolated memory deficit for publics events with preserved autobiographical memory are notorious for their paucity. We report the case of a patient with a left hippocampal lesion associated with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy. Comprehensive neuropsychological assessments were carried out before and after temporal lobectomy, stressing particularly memory for the past by means of standardised and tailor-made tests. The patient exhibited preserved memory for autobiographical events and facts but impaired scores on several public event tests, in the context of preserved general abilities. Furthermore, we found an accelerated forgetting rate for verbal and non verbal material. Our findings suggest that the patient's impaired long-term consolidation might have contributed to the impaired performance on public event memory tests. We discuss the specific features of new events processing that may contribute to its increased vulnerability relative to autobiographical memory, in the event of accelerated forgetting.